POSITIVE INCIDENCE

NO: 11 20th Mar 2014

A monthly Newsletter to club members of the Strathalbyn Model Aircraft Club
From Paul Mitchell : President

Struth….March is almost gone….and I haven’t started on this month’s newsletter – better get something
down before I run completely out of time!!!
The big news this month was the Astroturf – a photo report further on….keep reading.
Once the new web site is fully operational, this newsletter will be on-line with some parts in separate areas for
easier referencing.

NEW MEMBERS
I finally have a photo of Paul Featherstone…..seen here with another recent new member Chris Winzer

Welcome guys……happy flying with SMAC.
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FIELD DEVELOPMENTS
I don’t have to say much about the Astroturf working bee …most members were there…either at the bowlinggreen or back at the field doing the remaining helicopter pad and waiting patiently for the “turf” to arrive.
I just want to say thanks to all concerned…it was not easy, but a job well done.
Here are some photos to remind us all of the work we put in…..
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We now have to get it laid on the field, but not until after the RFDS Air Show in May.
The club is putting an application into MASA for possible funding – tell you more about that at the meeting next
week.
……and while still on field developments, we will be having another working bee soon to do some work at the
bitumen road end of the access track.
I also spoke personally with the farmer who crops the land we drive through, and he is fine with us widening both
the access track and the actual gate point at the road end to allow for cars to enter and exit at the same time.
Club member Colin Shackelford tells me that the council have agreed to do the track widening and resurfacing for
us, and I’m hoping they might see fit to add and compact some road-base material at the gate point once we have
opened it up.
I’ll be bringing a plan to the next club meeting to show exactly what I’m talking about, and we can discuss this a
bit more. The working bee will entail putting in an additional trainer post and brace, and shortening the fence
wires to suit. More at the meeting.
SLOPE ACTIVITY
Andrew Grafton sent me some terrific photos of a recent flying session at Tappanappa.
If any club member has never been slope soaring…….you don’t know what you are missing.
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A
Above: club member Kev Weedon with a very
patriotic, and rather large, flying wing…..oh yeah…..
I nearly forgot…. these were taken on Australia Day!
Right: Andrew with a very pretty V tailed model.
Below: Another V-tailed model on a pass across the
slope face.

…silent flight at it’s best…….thanks Andrew.
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RFDS DISPLAY DAY
Shed loads to tell you about at the next meeting.
MEMBERS’ PROJECTS ……
Andrew Cecil will have Nick Braithwait’s Sparrow-Hawk back in the air again soon after some repairs and
recovering…..
…..and Nick has got his retracts working on the Yak…thanks in no small part to some very fancy (skilled)
welding work by Darren on the front wheel fork and oleo.
I made Nick a fiberglass cowling to replace the very heavy spun aluminium one supplied in the kit.
My Gamecock is progressing slowly - currently installing equipment to see how much room is left in there for the
wing tensioning gear through the hatch between the undercarriage legs. Then I can start to get the fuselage under
way at last. Darren and I have devised a method of jig building the fuselage, so that the 25 tapered stringers are the
only framing members…should save a good deal of weight back there…which is always a good idea!
If you’ve got a project under way….let me know and send some pickies please.

“BENT WING BRIGADE”……
Just a brief note to advise club members that Nick Braithwaite has successfully undergone surgery on his shoulder
and will have his “paw” in a sling for a further 6 weeks.
I’m sure you will join me in wishing him a speedy recovery and hope to see him flying again very soon.
Now I’m not going to embarrass him with a picture….but a shot of his good old Astro-Bipe must be OK……

PHOTO CAPTION COMPETITION
Here’s last month’s photo….the compilation shots of Sean and Andrew both doing something very similar.
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I received this very creative entry…which “tilts” toward the musical……..☺

….”It's just a jump to the left…
and then a step to the right…
let's do the Time-warp again!…”
(With apologies to the Rocky Horror Picture Show)

This month’s photo is of my Steen Skybolt….hiding her head in the sand.
OK, so I posed the shot when I got home, having destroyed her at the field…after taking my eyes off her for a
nanosecond longer than is prudent…!
She looks almost intact in the photo eh…but believe me, she was a write-off…..however don’t be surprised if
those wings appear on another airframe one day! ……Sorry old girl.

‘CAUGHT IN THE ACT’ …….of flying at the field
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Mauro with his brand new Skybolt
(she flies a treat)

Phil and his PC9 – sweet!

Andrew with Retro Rat

Andrew with his Cub
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Graham also with a new Cub
MARCH GENERAL MEETING
The next meeting will be held as usual at the Great Eastern Hotel in Littlehampton. on the 25th March.
Get there at 6.00 for a meal…we start the meeting at 7.00.
The guest speaker this month is ……….going to be a surprise………..(because I haven’t got one yet)
See you there.
Cheers
Paul
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